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Abstract: The Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) very 

popular at present world and also this MANETs are facing several 

problems which related security. Security means, network security 

as well as network data security problems. To avoid such type of 

problems, we have several protocols for secure routing or secure 

communication in the MANETs. However, all implemented 

protocols provide either security to the network data or protect 

networks from the various attacks. But, no one protocol provides 

the parallel solution to this existing problem. So, we implemented 

a framework in existing, named as Security Using Pre-Existing 

Routing for Mobile Ad hoc Networks (SUPERMAN) which can 

protect the network and network data from the attackers as 

parallel. But, SUPERMAN framework can only protect the 

network routes and its communication data. It cannot balance the 

network levels of the network nodes in MANETs. Hence, in this 

paper we are extending that the SUPERMAN framework by 

adding energy balancing scheme. Through this extension work, 

we can prove that the proposed mechanism is an energy-aware as 

well secure framework for MANETs. 

Index Terms: MANETs, Routing, Network Security, Energy 

balancing.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

  MANET is an ordinary multi-hop wireless networks that 

comprising of computing and communication with numerous 

cellular nodes. Each node of MANET acts as a sender, 

receiver as well as a router some times. Majority of routing 

protocols in MANET performs on the nodes in a network will 

coordinate to every other at the same time as forwarding 

information packets to other nodes. But intermediate nodes 

can also cause numerous issues, can extract beneficial 

records packets, deny route packets, can additionally adjust 

the packets contents up to the duration of the records 

transmission session. The intermediate nodes stated above 

are of type misbehaving nodes or malicious nodes. This 

problem will be stopped using cryptography through which 

authenticating all routing control packets, in order that the out 

of doors attackers can't involve inside the route discovery 

system. Security is an essential trouble inside the 

incorporated MANET-Internet environment because in this 

environment we ought to keep in mind the attacks on Internet 

connectivity and additionally on the ad hoc routing protocols. 

MANET community is tough studies region due to its 
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dynamic topology and power constraints previously for the 

couple of years. This restricts variety of every cellular nodes 

security and wireless transmissions troubles and many others. 

If we tolerate in mind about independent MANET whose 

connectivity is limited and it has limited packages. Person 

having MANET have higher use of network sources with 

respect to the Internet with new protection threats on 

MANET. Although security has lengthy been a lively 

research subject matter in wired networks, the precise 

characteristics of MANETs gift a new set of nontrivial 

challenges to safety design. These challenges include untie 

network structure, shared wireless medium, stringent source 

constraints, and extraordinarily dynamic community 

topology. The final aim of the security answers for MANETs 

is to offer security evinces, which includes authentication, 

confidentiality, integrity, anonymity, and openness, to 

mobile customers. Network operations may be easily 

threatened if communications aren't embedded into 

fundamental network capabilities at the early stages of their 

layout. Routing community using committed nodes to 

support simple functions like packet forwarding, routing, and 

network management, in ad-hoc networks the ones features 

are completed by way of all available nodes. This could be 

very tough for the core of the security issues unique to ad-hoc 

networks. As opposed to dedicated nodes of a classical 

community, the nodes of an advert hoc network can't be 

relied on for the best execution of critical network functions. 

In wireless network there's a high requirement for protection. 

In this paper we focused on not only security to the MANETs 

routing security but also providing energy balancing to the 

network nodes to enhance the network lifetime in future for 

MANETs. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The need of security get right of entry to manage in 

MANET is widely admitted with the aid of one of a kind 

authorities mainly by way of protection and military agencies 

for ensuring comfy conversation on network where the nodes 

aren't equally relied on. S. Maity and S. K. Ghosh offered a 

framework for imposing coverage based get entry to control 

safety of MANET. The safety guidelines are upheld by 

predefined distributed trust parameters set by way of the 

administrator at the same time mobility of nodes. The 

predominant powers in their framework are access manage 

policy modeling; consider incorporation and policy 

enforcement in MANET.  
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Their framework also deploys coverage based admission 

control and cryptographic key trade that allows making sure 

authentication, confidentiality and depended on 

communication in MANET. Darren Hurley-Smith et.al 

proposed an idea to defend the networks but these protocols 

only defend routes or communique, no longer both. Portable 

impromptu systems are described by specific topologies 

because of uncontrolled hub versatility, restricted and 

variable shared faraway channel transfer pace, and far flung 

devices forced by means of sequence control. One of the 

important thing difficulties in such structures is to plan lively 

directing conventions which are talented, this is, deplete 

fewer overhead. Another set is on-request directing protocols 

for transportable impromptu structures has been created with 

the goal of proscribing the steering overhead. These 

conventions responsively locate and hold up simply the 

required publications, rather than proactive conventions 

which maintain up all courses paying little heed to their use. 

The key normal for an on-request conference is the 

supply-commenced course disclosure technique. At 

something point a movement of a supply needs a direction, it 

begins a direction disclosure that's processed with the aid of 

sending a course ask the purpose (more often than not by way 

of a machine extensive surge) and sits tight for a route 

answer. Each route revelation surge is associated with crucial 

idleness and overhead. This is in particular valid for full-size 

structures. Thusly, for on-request directing to be feasible, it is 

captivating to keep the path disclosure recurrence low.  

Sathish kumar et.al tended to the problem of connection 

reserving and diminishes the no of transmission by using 

restricting the regular lengthy manner. Because of the 

confusion of connection scheduler, gift the multiuser keen 

most severe weight calculation for interface making plans for 

faraway systems. And moreover consist of the bounce ideal 

calculation for limiting the regular lengthy manner. In a given 

device diagram the associated parameter; multiuser 

community pooling circumstance is decided for without 

dropping within the transmission method. In mild of this 

circumstance decided greater parameter i.e., nearby pooling 

component for choose the manner broke down by means of 

the avaricious maximum severe weight calculation in remote 

system diagram. 

III. FRAMEWORK 

A. Overview Proposed System 

In the MANET, security is very crucial thing to protect 

network data and network connections. The traditional 

framework i.e., SUPERMAN is our motivation to implement 

the Energy-aware and secure framework for MANETs.  

The designed SUPERMAN framework addresses 

authentication of node, access control of network, also secure 

communication using existing routing protocols for 

MANETs. At the network layer, this framework combines 

routing with communication security. This framework differs 

with existing approaches which gives only routing or 

communication security. In existing methods multiple 

protocols are required to protect the network. 

 

 
Figure 1: Proposed SUPERMAN Framework 

 

But, we have one more requirement for the MANETs that 

is we need to enhance the network lifetime for better 

performance along with secure routing. Hence, in this paper, 

we are enhancing SUPERMAN framework by implementing 

energy efficient scheme. While sending a packet from the 

source to destination without any changes in the routing 

protocols, the SUPERMAN framework provides a secured 

communication fully for MANETs. Here, along with 

security, energy of the nodes is also very significant because 

without energy to the network nodes, we cannot send or 

receive the data. So, our proposed framework can efficiently 

detect the energy levels of the node before sending the data 

through the path. Which nodes are having more energy in the 

network with less distance from the source to destination; 

those nodes will be selected as routing nodes to the packet 

transmission in the MANETs. By doing this mechanism, we 

can prolong the network lifetime and we can provide high 

message delivery ratio with secure routing and secure data 

communication. 

 Security 

Network Access Control (NAC) recognized as a protection 

size inside a MANET and is addresses indirectly. To 

outsider’s community, the problem of assumed 

understandings is avoided.  

Shutting the network requires a technique for allowing 

nodes to agree to accept and leave the shut network. Genuine 

nodes can be identified by authentication. By the utilization 

of a certificate to check that they extent a depended on power, 

nodes may moreover validate one-some other basically 

dependent on their common Trusted Authority (TA). 

Discretion and range mixed and applied in cryptographic 

set of rules will give rise to an encrypted payload(EP).While 

at ease records is circulated over more than one hops, it 

Should be simple.  
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This is accomplished the usage of a hashing set of rules 

consisting of HMAC. Thus the packet’s transmission from 

factor-to-point till the destination is reached is pragmatic. 

B. Energy Balancing 

Generally, the total energy consumption in two different 

workloads;  

1) The energy consume per packet, which is the ratio of the 

complete energy utilization over the number of 

received or delivered data packets 

2) The energy consume per hop, which is the ratio of the 

total energy consumed over the number of hops. 

So, while sending packet through the routing path we have to 

aware about the number of nodes in the network and packet 

size to know the required energy to transfer packet.  

This is possible by our implementation because, we used 

which nodes having more energy which is estimated from the 

remaining energy levels of the network nodes. 

IV. SOME COMMON MISTAKES 

In our experiment, we used a Trusted Authority (TA) 

server to verify the authority of the network nodes. First, we 

create a network and we have to discover the routes to 

transfer the packet from source node to destination node. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Trusted Authority (TA) server to verify the 

authority of the network nodes 

While sending data from source to destination, the data 

will be sent as HMAC code. If any attacker may attack on our 

network, the proposed framework can detect the attacker. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Shows secure communication events from 

source node to destination node 

 

From the above graph, we see that the secure 

communication events from source node to destination node. 

As in case of Convolutional neural networks for better quality 

of images can be obtained whereas SUPERMAN is used for 

better quality transmission of packets from one node to 

another nodes with high security.  

 

 
Figure 4: Trusted authority server showing every             

        authentication action 

Finally, we can see the every authentication action will be 

recorded at trusted authority server. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Finally, our conclusion is, in this paper we motivated from 

the SUPERMAN framework and we extend this framework 

with energy efficient scheme.  
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By using the only SUPERMAN framework, we can 

provide or protect the network data and network routes from 

the attackers. But, through our extension work, we also 

achieved that the energy-aware and secure routing network in 

the MANETs. From the experimental results, we proved that 

the proposed mechanism is secure and energy efficient more 

than existing frameworks. 
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